Introduction
Unlike Whitney's definition of the corank-nullity generating function T (G; x+ 1, y + 1), Tutte's definition of his now eponymous polynomial T (G; x, y) requires a total order on the edges of which the polynomial is a posteriori independent. Tutte presented his definition in terms of internal and external activities of maximal spanning forests.
Although Tutte's original definition may appear somewhat ad hoc upon first inspection, subsequent work by various researchers has demonstrated that activity is a deep combinatorial concept. In this chapter, we provide an introduction to activities for graphs and matroids. Our primary goal is to survey several notions of activity for graphs which admit expansions of the Tutte polynomial. Additionally, we describe some fundamental structural theorems, and outline connections to the topological notion of shellability as well as several topics in algebraic combinatorics.
We use the language of graphs except in sections 1.10 and 1.11 where matroid terminology is employed, although sections 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, and 1.8 apply equally well to matroids, and section 1.9 applies to oriented matroids.
Activities for maximal spanning forests
We recall Whitney's original definition of the the Tutte polynomial [43] . The rank of a subset of edges A, written r(A), is the maximum cardinality of a forest contained in A. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and F be a maximal spanning forest of G. The maximality of F means that if G is connected then F is a spanning tree, and if G is not connected, restricting F to any component of G gives a spanning tree of that component. Definition 1.3.2. Let F be a maximal spanning forest of G, f ∈ F , and e ∈ E \ F . The fundamental cut associated with F and e is U F (e) = {the edges of the unique cut in (E \ F ) ∪ e}.
Similarly, the fundamental cycle associated with F and e is Z F (e) = {the edges of the unique cycle in F ∪ e}.
We describe Tutte's activities using fundamental cuts and cycles. Definition 1.3.3. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with a total order on E, and F be a maximal spanning forest of G. We say that an edge e ∈ E is
• internally active (e ∈ I(F )) with respect to F if e ∈ F and it is the smallest edge in U F (e),
• externally active (e ∈ E(F )) with respect to F if e ∈ F and it is the smallest edge in Z F (e).
We note that all bridges are internally active and all loops are externally active.
We can now give the spanning tree (maximal spanning forest) activities expansion of the Tutte polynomial. Definition 1.3.4 (Tutte [42] ). If G = (V, E) is a graph with a fixed total order of E, then
where the sum is over all maximal spanning forests of G.
Tutte demonstrated that this polynomial is well defined, i.e., it is independent of the total order on the edges.
A graph with a total order on the edges and a spanning tree T in red.
(ii) Edge 1 is the only internally active edge and its fundamental cut is colored blue. (iii) Edge 2 is the only externally active edge and its fundamental cycle is colored green.
Activity bipartition
Etienne and Las Vergnas showed that the activities of a maximal spanning forest induce a canonical bipartition of the edge set of a graph or more generally a matroid. First we recall the definition of a flat.
If there exists no e ∈ E \ F such that e is contained in a non loop cycle in e ∪ F, we say that F is a flat of G. A flat is cyclic if it is a union of cycles.
(Etienne-Las Vergnas [15] ). Given a maximal spanning forest F of G, there exists a unique cyclic flat F of G such that F ∩ F is a maximal spanning forest of G| F with no internal activity, and F c ∩ F is a maximal spanning forest of G/F with no external activity.
As an application of this decomposition, one may obtain a convolution formula for the Tutte polynomial which was independently discovered by Kook, Reiner, and Stanton via incidence algebra methods, and has since been substantially refined and generalized [38, 19, 28, 6, 14] . Theorem 1.4.3 (Etienne-Las Vergnas [15] , Kook-Reiner-Stanton [27] ). Given a graph G, then
where the sum is over all cyclic flats of G.
Activities for subgraphs
Gordon and Traldi introduced a notion of activities for arbitrary subgraphs, and used this to provide a 4-variable expansion of the Tutte polynomial which naturally specializes to both Whitney's and Tutte's original expansions. Definition 1.5.1. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with a total order on E, and S ⊂ E, then we say that an edge e is
• internally active present with respect to S (e ∈ I(S) ∩ S) if e ∈ S and e is the smallest edge in some cut in S c ∪ e,
• internally active absent with respect to S (e ∈ I(S) ∩ S c ) if e / ∈ S and e is the smallest edge in some cut in S c ,
• externally active present with respect to S (e ∈ L(S) ∩ S) if e ∈ S and e is the smallest edge in some cycle in S,
• externally active absent with respect to S (e ∈ L(S) ∩ S c ) if e / ∈ S and e is the smallest edge in some cycle in S ∪ e. Theorem 1.5.2 (Gordon-Traldi [23] ). If G is a graph with a fixed total order of E, then
By setting x = 1 and z = 1, we recover Whitney's definition, and by setting w = 0 and y = 0, we recover Tutte's definition.
While Gordon and Traldi's expansion is proven recursively via deletioncontraction, from which they obtain more general formulae, the 4-variable expansion is equivalent to an earlier theorem of Crapo. Theorem 1.5.3 (Crapo [13] ). Let P (E) be the Boolean lattice of subgraphs of G ordered by containment. Given a spanning forest F , define an interval in this lattice
where the disjoint union is over all maximal spanning forests.
In the following sections 1.6, 1.7, and 1.8 we will describe other notions of activity for maximal spanning forests which employ input data different from a total order on the edges, but still allow for expansions of the Tutte polynomial and an analogue of Crapo's interval decomposition.
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A Crapo decomposition of the subgraphs of K 3 . Each row collects the subgraphs corresponding to the spanning tree on the left.
Depth-first search external activity
Gessel and Sagan introduced a notion of external activity for maximal spanning forests based on depth-first search. For simplicity sake, we will assume that our graph is connected and has no parallel edges. In what follows, we view a tree rooted at a vertex q to be oriented so that every vertex is reachable from q by a directed path. Definition 1.6.1 (Gessel-Sagan [17] ). Let < be a total order on the vertices of G, and F be a spanning tree of G rooted at the smallest vertex q. Let e = (u, v) be an edge of G \ F . We say that e is depth-first search externally active (DFS externally active), and write e ∈ E DF S (F ), if either u = v, or (u, w) is an oriented edge in F belonging to the unique cycle in F ∪ (u, v), and w > v.
The name DFS externally active is justified by the following observation: given a spanning subgraph of G, we can produce a spanning forest F by performing a DFS search which favors larger labeled vertices. Then (u, v) is DFS externally active if when we apply DFS search to the graph F ∪(u, v), we obtain F . Gessel and Sagan showed that DFS external activity when combined with Tutte's notion of internal activity allows for an expansion of the Tutte polynomial. Theorem 1.6.2 (Gessel-Sagan [17] ). If G is a connected graph with a total order of its vertices, then
where the sum is over all spanning trees T of G.
In the same article, Gessel and Sagan produced a notion of Nearest Neighbor First activity, which will not be reviewed here.
Activities via combinatorial maps
Bernardi proposed a notion of activity induced by a rooted combinatorial map, which is essentially an embedding of a graph G = (V, E) with a distinguished half-edge h into an orientable surface. In what follows, we assume that G is connected and loopless, although these restrictions are not essential.
Informally, given a spanning tree T of G, we can use a rooted combinatorial map to tour the edges of G by starting at h and traveling counterclockwise around the outside of T . We then declare an edge e / ∈ T to be externally active if it is the first edge in its associated fundamental cycle which we meet during the tour. We similarly say an edge e ∈ T is internally active if it is the first edge in its associated fundamental cut which we meet during the tour.
We now describe Cori's maps [11] and Bernardi's activities more formally. We define a half-edge to be an edge and an incident vertex, e.g. if e ∈ E with e = (u, v) such that u, v ∈ V , then (e, u) and (e, v) are the two associated halfedges. Let σ be a permutation of the half-edges of G such that σ((e, u)) = (e , u) some other half-edge incident to u, and for any two half-edges (e, u) and (e , u) with the same endpoint, there exists some k > 0 such that σ k ((e, u)) = (e , u). Let h be a distinguished half-edge. We define a rooted combinatorial map to be a triple (G, σ, h). Let α be the involution on the set of half-edges such that for all e = (u, v) ∈ E, α((e, u)) = (e, v). Given a half-edge i and a spanning tree T , we define the motion operator
It is easy to check that the iterated motion operator defines a tour of the half-edges of G. This tour induces a total order < T on the edges given by the first time one of its half-edges is visited. We use this total order to define internally and externally active edges.
FIGURE 1.4
Tours of two different spanning trees induced by the motion operator associated to the same rooted combinatorial map. Definition 1.7.1 (Bernardi [8] ). Let (G, σ, h) be a rooted combinatorial map, T a spanning tree of G, and e an edge of G.
• The edge e is embedding-internally active (e ∈ I B (T )) if e ∈ T and e is the minimum edge with respect to < T in its associated fundamental cut.
• The edge e is embedding-externally active (e ∈ E B (T )) if e / ∈ T and e is the minimum edge with respect to < T in its associated fundamental cycle.
Bernardi showed that this definition of activity admits an expansion of the Tutte polynomial. Theorem 1.7.2 (Bernardi [8] ). Let (G, σ, h) be a rooted combinatorial map, then
where the sum is over all spanning trees.
We remark that Courtiel recently introduced a different notion of activity via combinatorial maps which he calls the "blossom activity" [12] .
Unified activities for subgraphs via decision trees
The Gordon-Traldi activities were further generalized by Gordon-McMahon [22] in a way which also applies to greedoids. The Gordon-McMahon notion of activity was rediscovered by Courtiel [12] who proved that it allows for a unification of all of the aforementioned notions of activity. We describe these activities following Courtiel and using the language of decision trees. Definition 1.8.1. A decision tree D for G consists of a perfect binary tree, i.e., a rooted tree such that all non-leaf nodes have two descendants, and a labeling of each node of the tree by elements of E such that the labels along any particular branch give a permutation of E.
An example of a decision tree for a graph on 4 edges.
Given a decision tree D and a subgraph S ⊂ E, we can use D to partition S into four sets: I(S), L(S), S E , S I . We describe the recursive algorithm for producing this partition informally and refer the reader to [12] for a pseudocode presentation.
Algorithm 1.8.2. Recursive generalized activities algorithm
Initialize with X = E, I(S) = L(S) = S I = S E = ∅, and e corresponding to the label of the root of D. While X = ∅, do the following:
• If e is a bridge, add e to I(S), contract e in X, and move to the right descendant of e in D.
• If e ∈ S is neither a bridge nor a loop, add e to S I , contract e in X, and move to the right descendant of e in D.
• If e is a loop, add e to L(S), delete e in X, and move to the left descendant of e in D.
• If e / ∈ S is neither a bridge nor a loop, add e to S E , delete e in X, and move to the left descendant of e in D.
After we move to a descendant, we update e to be the label of the new node and recurse. 
Orientation activities
A famous result of Stanley states that T (G; 2, 0) (equivalently, the chromatic polynomial evaluated at −1) counts the number of acyclic orientations of G [39] . This result was generalized to hyperplane arrangements by Zaslavsky [44] , and to oriented matroids by Las Vergnas [29] . Las Vergnas [30] introduced a notion of orientation activities, which parallels those of subsets, and allows for an orientation expansion of the Tutte polynomial which recovers Stanley's result. He later introduced refined orientation activities [33] , which we now describe. Similar to the way that Tutte's activities are defined in terms of fundamental cuts and cycles, Las Vergnas' orientation activities are defined in terms of directed cuts and cycles. Definition 1.9.1. Let O be an orientation of the edges of G. Let Z be a cycle in G, and U = (X, X c ) be a cut in G. We say that Z is a directed cycle if we can walk around the cycle traveling in the direction of the edge orientations. We similarly define U to be a directed cut if all of its edges are, without loss of generality, oriented from X to X c .
We now use directed cuts and cycles to introduce notions of orientations activities. Definition 1.9.2 (Las Vergnas [33] ). Let G = (V, E) be a graph with a total order on E, and O ref a reference orientation of the edges of G. If O is an orientation of G and e ∈ E, then we say e is
• positive cut active (e ∈ I(O) + ) if e is the smallest edge in some directed cut and is oriented in agreement with O ref ,
• negative cut active (e ∈ I(O) − ) if e is the smallest edge in some directed cut and is oriented in disagreement with O ref ,
• positive cycle active (e ∈ E(O) + ) if e is the smallest edge in some directed cycle and is oriented in agreement with O ref ,
• negative cycle active (e ∈ E(O) − ) if e is the smallest edge in some directed cycle and is oriented in disagreement with O ref .
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Theorem 1.9.3 (Las Vergnas [33] ). Let G be a graph with a fixed total order and reference orientation of E, and I(O)
where the sum is over all orientations of E.
Las Vergnas orientation expansion holds for all oriented matroids. By specializing variables x = w = u/2 and y = z = v/2, we recover Las Vergnas earlier expansion which does not make use of a reference orientation. Corollary 1.9.4 (Las Vergnas [30] ). Let G be a graph with a fixed total order E, and let I(O) and L(O) to be the set of edges which are minimum is some directed cut or cycle, respectively, then
We remark that Berman [7] was the first to propose an orientation expansion of the Tutte polynomial, although his definition was not correct. There are natural notions of orientation activity classes which parallel Crapo's subset intervals. The refined orientation expansion of the Tutte polynomial also follows as a direct consequence of "the active bijection" of Gioan and Las Vergnas which gives a bijection between orientation activity classes and Crapo subset intervals, which respects the four different activities [20, 21] . See Gioan's chapter for further details.
A fourientation of a graph is a choice for each edge of the graph whether to orient that edge in either direction, leave it unoriented, or biorient it. One may naturally view fourientations as a mixture of orientations and subgraphs where absent and present edges correspond to unoriented and bioriented edges, respectively. Backman, Hopkins, and Traldi [5] introduced notions of activities for fourientations which provide a common refinement of the Gordon and Traldi subgraph activities and Las Vergnas' orientation activities.
Active orders
For deepening our understanding of activities, Las Vergnas introduced three active orders on the bases of a matroid. We describe these partial orders here and Las Vergnas' key result that they induce lattice structures on bases.
Let B 1 and B 2 be bases of a matroid M with fixed order on its ground set. We say that B 1 is obtained from B 2 by an externally active pivoting if B 2 = B 1 \ e ∪ f , where e is the minimum element in Z B1 (f ), and we write B 1 ← M B 2 . Dually, we say that B 1 is obtained from B 2 by an internally active pivoting if B 1 = B 2 \ e ∪ f , where e is the smallest element in U B1 (f ), and we write B 1 ← * M B 2 . We let < Ext and < Int denote the partial orders on the bases obtained by taking the transitive closures of the relations ← M and ← * M , respectively. We refer to < Ext as the external order, and < Int as the internal order.
Las Vergnas also defined the following join of the external and internal orders. Let B 1 and B 2 be bases, then we say that B 1 < Ext/Int B 2 if there exists bases C 1 , . . . , C k such that B 1 = C 1 , B 2 = C k , and for each i either
Recall that a lattice is a poset such that every pair of elements have a unique join and meet. Theorem 1.10.1 (Las Vergnas [31] ). Let B(M ) be the set of bases of a matroid M with a total order on its ground set, then the posets (B(M ) ∪ {0}, < Ext ), (B(M ) ∪ {1}, < Int ), and (B(M ), < Ext/Int ) are lattices.
Las Vergnas observed that the lattice associated to the external order is not distributive, although it is atomistic. This appears to have been remedied in the recent PhD thesis of Gillespie [18] where it is shown that by extending the external order to all independent sets, a supersolvable join-distributive lattice is obtained.
Shellability and activity
There are important connections between activity and combinatorial topology. We refer the reader to Björner [10] for an excellent introduction to this topic. Let [n] denote the finite set {1, . . . , n}. An abstract simplicial complex (often just called a simplicial complex) ∆ on n elements is a collection of subsets (faces) of [n] which is closed under taking subsets.
Informally, a simplicial complex ∆ is shellable if there is an ordering of the maximal faces (facets) of ∆ so that each facet can be added to the previous ones by glueing along codimension 1 faces.
The f-polynomial of a simplicial complex ∆ is f ∆ (x) = n i=0 f i x d−i where f i is the number of faces of ∆ of size i. The h-polynomial of ∆ is the h ∆ (x) = f ∆ (x−1). The f -vector and h-vector of ∆ are the vectors whose entries are the coefficients of the f -polynomial and h-polynomial, respectively. A shellable complex is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of spheres, and its h-vector is nonnegative.
The following complexes are shellable, and the proofs of shellability are related to activities.
• The independence complex (IN (M ) ) whose faces are the independent sets of a matroid M [37, 36] . Its h-polynomial is T (M ; x, 1). Matroids are characterized by the fact that the IN (M ) are the pure simplicial complexes which are lexicographically shellable with respect to any order on the ground set [10] .
• The no broken circuit complex (N BC(M )) whose faces are the indepen-dent sets of a matroid with no external activity in the sense of Tutte [37, 36] . Its h-polynomial is T (M ; x, 0).
• The external activity complex defined on E(M ) × E(M ), whose facets are given by B ∪ L(B) × B ∪ (B ∪ L(B)) c , where B ranges over the bases of M [3] . The shelling makes use of Las Vergnas' order < Ext/Int . It has the same h-polynomial as IN (M ) [3] .
• The order complex of IN(M) modulo Las Vergnas' external active order < Ext [18] .
• The order complex of the lattice of flats [9] . It has Euler characteristic T (M ; 1, 0).
These complexes admit many interesting connections with algebraic and geometric combinatorics. We briefly mention a few. Orlik and Solomon [34] introduced a certain graded algebra which is isomorphic to the cohomology ring of the complement of a complex hyperplane arrangement, and showed that monomials corresponding to faces of N BC(M ) give a basis for this algebra; see Falk and Kung's chapter for an introduction to these algebras. The external activity complex was introduced by Ardila and Boocher in their investigation of commutative algebraic aspects of the closure of a linear space in a product of projective lines [2] . The ideals they consider are homogenizations of ones considered earlier by Proudfoot and Speyer [35] and Terao [41] . A slight variation of these objects play an important role in Huh and Wang's proof of the Dowling-Wilson conjecture for realizable matroids [26] .
In the field of tropical geometry, which is often referred to a as a piecewise linear version of algebraic geometry, Bergman fans are certain balanced polyhedral fans which provide a new and exciting framework for studying matroids. Ardila and Klivans [4] showed that they are unimodularily triangulated by the fan over the order complex of the lattice of flats. This relationship has lead authors to uncover interesting connections between algebraic geometry and matroids, most notably the proof of the Heron-Rota-Welsh conjecture that the f -vector of N BC(M ) is log-concave by Adirprasito, Huh, and Katz [1] building on earlier works of Huh [24] , and Huh and Katz [25] . Recently, Fink, Speyer, and Woo introduced an extended NBC complex in order to shed some light on these different manifestations of the f -polynomial of N BC(M ) [16] .
Finally, a major open question in combinatorial commutative algebra is Stanley's 1977 conjecture [40] that the h-vector of IN (M ) is a pure Osequence. Merino settled this conjecture in the case of cographic matroids by application of chip-firing [32] ; see Merino's chapter for further details.
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